SOCIAL MEDIA COMPETITION III. 17 August - 31 August,
2021
I.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS

GENERAL RULES
●

Everyone who runs an Instagram or Facebook account, is under the age of 31
during the time of competition, and fills the #STANDFORSOMETHING survey can
be a participant of this competition.

●

By posting a comment on the Stand For Something publication about the
competition with the necessary tags and wording, participants agree to the terms
and conditions of the competition.

●

The competition is taking place from 17 August to 31 August 2021 (midnight
CEST).

●

Participation in the competition is free of charge.

PARTICIPATION
●
●

Participation is limited to one entry (comment) per person.
As an “entry” we consider a comment posted on Instagram or Facebook on the
official publication/s of the competition, via the participant's profile under the
following conditions.

●

●

As first step, the Participant shall fill in the #STANDFORSOMETHING survey and link
it to Participant’s social media profile. As second step, the Participant shall:
- Follow the Stand For Something Instagram (@standforsomething.eu) or
Facebook profile (@standforsomething.eu)
- Include the following sentence as a comment on the Stand For Something
publication about the competition and challenge 3 friends by
mentioning/tagging them: I stand for ___________ (participant’s main concern
about the future of Europe) How about you? What do you want the future
to look like? Fill out the #STANDFORSOMETHING survey. #TheFutureIsYours
@friend1 @friend2 @friend3
The sentence above must be in English, other comments could be in another
language.

●

Pictures or comments with inappropriate language and/or inappropriate content
that promote violence, undermine human dignity and the basic rights and
freedoms of others are not admissible.

●

EYCA shall, at its sole discretion, determine whether or not each entry complies
with the above conditions and reject entries it deems not compliant at any time,
without notice.

●

If a participant is found to have manipulated the competition in any way, EYCA
reserves the right to eliminate such participant from the competition.

WINNERS AND AWARDS
●

Winners will be chosen in a raffle draw during the days following the end of the
competition (i.e. 1-2 September, 2021). Winners will be contacted by direct
message on Instagram or Facebook – if participants comment on Instagram, they
will be informed via Instagram message; if they comment on Facebook, then via
Facebook

message.

Winners

can

be

also

announced

via

the

website

standforsomething.eu. However, such public announcement of winners is solely up
to EYCA’s decision.
●

The participation in the competition cannot give rise to any legal claims or rights to
compensation. Any legal action is excluded.

●

There will be different winners in this competition:
-

One (1) prize consists of two (2) nights accommodation in a double room in
Podgorica (Montenegro). During this stay, breakfast, lunch, dinner and
tickets for cultural events/museums will be provided. This prize is covered
by the Center for Youth Education.

-

●

Four (4) prizes consist of a two (2) nights accommodation in a single room
in Sofia (Bulgaria) and four (4) festival passes to Sofia Summer Fest 2021
(running until 25, September 2021). This prize is covered by the National
Youth Card Association Bulgaria.
The above-mentioned winners, travelling to Podgorica and Sofia, will have 12
months from the date of announcing the winner to redeem the prize. However,
please take into account that Sofia Summer Fest 2021 runs until 25 September,
2021. Festival passes will not be provided after that date. The winners must inform
EYCA about their intended or previewed travel dates one (1) week in advance to
allow time for organisation and logistics.

●

Final accommodation dates for travelling to Podgorica and Bulgaria will be set
upon agreement with the Center for Youth Education and the National Youth Card
Association Bulgaria, subject to availability.
-

Five (5) prizes consist of five (5) Interrail/Eurail Global Passes with validity
five (5) days in one (1) month - 2nd class. The prize is provided by Eurail B.V.

The winner can claim his/her Pass until October 15th 2021 at the latest;
the passes should be claimed at least two weeks before the first planned
travel day to ensure a timely delivery.
The winner can start travelling up to 11 months after receiving the Pass, and
doesn’t need to choose a start date until their first travel day.
The prize will be delivered to the winner’s e-mail address.
Seat reservations and travel insurance are not included in the Interrail Pass.
When applicable, the winner is responsible for the reservations throughout
his/her travel with the Interrail Passes. Eurail B.V. doesn’t have any
responsibility for any issues that arise due to lack of awareness of travel
information, loss, and theft.
For additional information on the Interrail Mobile Pass, how to plan a trip,
what countries are covered and more, please check the relevant sections on
https://www.interrail.eu/en
●

All above mentioned prizes are not transferable.

●

After the winner informs EYCA of their desired travel dates, EYCA will require from
the winner their email addresses with the aim to put them in touch with the Center
for Youth Education, the National Youth Card Association Bulgaria and Eurail B.V
for organisational purposes.

●

By entering and participating, the participant agrees to hold harmless, defend and
indemnify Instagram as well as Facebook from and against any and all claims,
demands, liability, damages or causes of action (however named or described),
losses, costs or expenses, with respect to or arising out of or related to (i)
participant’s participation in this competition, or (ii) participant’s participation in any
prize related activities, acceptance of a prize and/or use or misuse of a prize
(including, without limitation, any property loss, damage, personal injury or death
caused to any person(s). This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or
administered by, or associated with Instagram or Facebook. Specific terms and
conditions of Instagram or Facebook may apply.

DISQUALIFICATION AND DISCLAIMERS
●

EYCA reserves the right to disqualify any entry considered not to have followed and
respected the conditions outlined above without any claim for compensation.

●

In cases of suspected abuse, manipulation or any prohibited or unlawful use of the
competition, participants concerned shall be immediately excluded from the
competition without notice.

●
●

Participants assume full responsibility for their entry.
No responsibility will be taken for any damage caused to participants due to
unforeseen circumstances caused by third parties.

●

EYCA warns participants that the prizes could be subject to income tax in
accordance with the winner’s national applicable law. In such cases every financial,
legal, tax or other obligations regarding winning the award shall be fully executed
by the winner, and the winner is not entitled to claim any compensation from EYCA
regarding mentioned obligations.

●

EYCA reserves the right to amend the publicized conditions or to cancel the
competition providing that amendment or cancellation is published in the same
manner that the conditions of this competition are publicized.

This competition is organised by:
EYCA – European Youth Card Association 7/11 Rue D’Alost, 1000 Brussels, Belgium

II.
-

PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION
By posting a comment on Instagram or Facebook with captions according to the
terms and conditions of this competition, you are being an inherent part of
activities organised by the controller, for which the controller processes your
personal data.

-

The controller of your personal data is the European Youth Card Association
Euro<26, with the mailing address Centre Dansaert, 7/11 Rue d‘Alost, 1000
Brussels, Belgium and with registered seat at Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Dutch
Chamber of Commerce file no. 34142416; contact details are following telephone:
+32 288 06 843 or email at mail@eyca.org (hereinafter as „EYCA“, „we“, „us“ and
„our“).

-

Our Data Protection Officer is Steiner & Associates s.r.o., which is a law firm based
in Slovakia, that has sufficient level of expertise and professional qualities in data
protection area; mailing address Plavkova 2, 040 11 Košice, Slovakia, email
office@steinerassoc.eu. Our Data Protection Officer will manage your request and
will give you additional information about how it will be handled.

-

The purpose of your personal data processing is to secure your participation in the
competition and, in case that you become winner, also provision of your award. Up
to our decision we may announce winners at webpage standforsomething.eu by
showing the results of a raffle draw and chosen comments.

-

We process your personal data on the grounds of your consent. You are providing
your consent to participate in the competition by posting an official competition
picture related to the Conference on the Future of Europe with captions as
required in terms and conditions.

-

Your personal data gathered by participation in this competition are:
■
■

every participant - picture and profile (Instagram or Facebook profile);
in case you become the winner - among the above stated also your
email address, with the aim to connect you with the Center for Youth
Education, the National Youth Card Association Bulgaria and Interrail Eurail to issue your award.

-

EYCA is entitled to provide your personal data to the third party. Third parties to
whom we will provide your personal data are: Instagram, Facebook, our cloud
provider, the Center for Youth Education, the National Youth Card Association
Bulgaria

and

Interrail

-

Eurail

and

our

Partners

that

#STANDFORSOMETHING project, i.e. European Union.
-

Your personal data will be stored since their collection as follows:

co-finance

the

■

pictures posted on your Instagram or Facebook profile for the necessary
amount of time; they will be deleted at latest by the 6 months after end
of the EU Conference on the Future of Europe ;

■

email of winner will be deleted immediately after the claiming the prize
and successful connection with the Center for Youth Education, the
National Youth Card Association Bulgaria and Interrail - Eurail;

■

After that time, we will use your personal data only in an anonymised or
pseudonymised way and only for statistical purposes; we will take all
necessary measures to protect them.

■

We do not transfer your personal data outside of the EU.

■

You have the following rights, under the regulation of the applicable
legislation:
- right to withdraw your consent with personal data processing;
withdrawal of your consent will not affect lawfulness of
processing based on consent before its withdrawal,
-

the right to request from the controller access to your
personal data
the right to rectification of personal data,
right to erasure of personal data,
right to restriction of processing,
right to object processing of personal data.
the right to data portability,
the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority,
that

will

be

Dutch

Data

Protection

Authority

(https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/en/contactdutch-dpa/contact-us)
■

Provision of your personal data is a requirement for participation in this
competition.

■

We are not providing automated decision-making except for the process
of choosing the winners (a raffle draw).

■

If you would like to obtain further information about personal data
processing regarding the #STANDFORSOMETHING project, please visit
https://istandfor.eu/privacy. Also please note the Privacy Notice that is
available at the end of the survey regarding the processing of data filled
in the survey.

In Brussels, August 2021

